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G&Co ILP Leadership and staff reserve the right to amend this program
overview for any reason. G&Co ILP Leadership and staff furthermore
reserve the right to revoke, with notification, any ILP resident’s
privileges based on violation of the requirements set forth in each policy.
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KEY TERMS
Shall: Having the responsibility to oblige; this is a requirement.
Should: A reasonable recommendation to comply with the requirement.
May: Optional.
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW
Welcome Home.
The Gilliard and Company (G&Co) Independent Living Program (ILP) was
established in 2018 to provide young adults transitioning out of foster care with
stability and assistance to achieve their optimum level of independence.
The goal of the G&Co ILP is to provide young adults with support, instruction, and
opportunities to practice the necessary independent living skills and acquire the
knowledge to become productive adults. It is our promise to the young adult that we
will give our due diligence and every effort to prepare them to become socially,
emotionally, and personally independent of social services while connecting life-long
permanent connections and laying the foundation for the pursuit of educational and
career opportunities.
During a 13 - 24 month stay young adults will experience graduated levels of
independence, while achieving program expectations and receiving comprehensive
and effective independent living transitional services tailored for their specific needs.
Our human service professionals (HSP), staff, and Leadership will assist youth in
acquiring skills needed for pursuing an education, finding a job, obtaining suitable
housing, and protecting their health and well-being as they transition out of the foster
care system.
G&Co ILP is an outcome-based program and will assist young adults in planning and
achieving goals to provide the following:
• Obtaining an affordable and permanent place to live upon discharge from foster
care
• Developing and maintaining permanent connection(s) with at least one safe,
stable, nurturing adult outside of the social services system
• Pursuing secondary or technical education or primary education (GED)
• Gaining employment and significant employment experience or vocational
training
• Demonstrating self-sufficiency and independence from social services
• Displaying personal responsibility
• Refraining from illegal entanglements and risky behaviors
• Maintaining secure and positive peer relationships
• Understanding their rights and responsibilities as a citizen
V3012020
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EXPECTATIONS
WHAT TO EXPECT
Young adults in the G&Co ILP shall expect to be further prepared for adulthood by
being provided a realistic living experience, through independent living
placements, where they can take full responsibility for themselves. Elements of
living experiences include, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct experience with the consequences of daily actions and decisions
Direct involvement in skill development planning
Life skills practice while having access to staff for support and advice
Ability to determine needed areas of support before emancipation
Daily social contacts
Emotional adjustment to the difference between present living situation and
previous ones, and to the loneliness that may occur due to a change in living
situations
Practice in living alone
Use of emergency medical procedures
Obtaining and using transportation to access needed resources
Safe use of household appliances
Practice in basic housekeeping
Negotiating a rental agreement
Use of leisure time
Practice in money management and budgeting
Experience in shopping, food preparation, food storage
Consumer skills
Business practices, decorum, and etiquette

These experiences will be tailored to the young adult’s level of functioning.
Additional experiences and opportunities may be introduced as their skill level
increases and more complex opportunities are desired. G&Co staff will treat the
youth as an adult.
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PHASES
OVERVIEW
G&Co ILP uses a 3-phase process modeled after the late Kurt Lewins’ “Change
Process” to break away from dependency on the social welfare system and institute
independent living skills to assist young adults in achieving their optimum level of
independence.
Each phase takes name from a Latin statement or phrase to provide young adults
with diverse cultural understanding and develop esprit de corps amongst each other
in the program.

Ex Nihilo

Ad
Victorium

Sola
Fide
Unfreeze

Change

Freeze
Fig. 1

Figure 1 represents the “Change model,” developed by Kurt Lewin, involves three
(3) steps to change;
• Unfreeze – Overcoming inertia and dismantling the existing “mind set.”
Overcoming “dependency”
• Change – A period of transition and awareness that old ways and habits are
being challenged and growth is occurring for new, positive and healthy
habits
• Freeze – The new mindset is crystalizing and one’s comfort level is adjusted
with new traits and confidence. Independence is achieved.
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PHASES
PHASE 1

Sola Fide – Latin. By faith alone. It declares that humanity is justified only
by a confident trust in God through the saving merits of Jesus Christ.
Phase color: Persian Blue. A representation of the color of lapis lazuli, a bright blue
metamorphic rock used for decoration and jewelry as a representation of heaven. This
color is featured closest to the hand in the G&Co logo.

PHASE DESCRIPTION
Sola Fide. This is the first true phase of the young adult’s journey to complete
independence and optimum success. When youth arrive at G&Co ILP they will be
greeted by the Program Director and HSP to begin program orientation,
apartment/room tour as well as a tour of the facilities and complex grounds. Sola Fide
is a 4-week phase with maximum oversight by the HSP, Staff, and Program Director.
Sola Fide will consist of maximum oversight with no less than 3 - 5hrs, daily, of in
person and telephonic check-ins. The young adult will not be permitted to travel out
of the city limits and are not allowed to have guests over (exclusions may apply). Sola
Fide represents the “unfreezing” of dependent habits, acclimation to their new
surroundings, and time for self-care modeled after Kurt Lewins’ “Change Process.”
During these first 4 weeks, the young adult receives an introduction to the following:
à Gilliard and Company History
à Gilliard and Company Core Values
à Basic Cooking Lessons

à House Keeping standards
à Begin Financial Literacy classes
à Tour of Savannah

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
Week 1:
Orientation Week. During this phase the young adult will complete their
Individualized Skill Plan (ISP), the Ansel Casey Life Skills Assessment, review
program rules and expectations, grocery shop (bi-weekly), begin the continuing
education plan, and conduct planned activities (daily) with their HSP.
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PHASES
PHASE 1 CONT’D
Week 2:
Basic Life Skills Activities. During this week the HSP will assign activities to
strengthen the young adult’s independent living skills. Activities may range from
cooking to house cleaning to consumer skills (i.e. grocery shopping, establishing
residency verification, etc). This week may include a college or vocational touring day
as well as career and employment planning day.
Week 3:
Preparing for Independence. During this week the HSP will continue to provide daily
activities that will be checked for accuracy and completeness. The young adult will
begin the G&Co financial literacy course modeled after “Practical Money Skills.”
Their HSP will assist and escort them to establish a banking account (if one is not
already established) and begin the “Art of Budgeting.” At the conclusion of week 3
youth will submit their initial weekly plan for their final week of Sola Fide in
preparation for phase 2, Ex Nihilo.
Week 4:
Gaining Independence. The final week of Sola Fide will begin the transition into
phase 2, “Ex Nihilo.” The HSP will continue to assign daily activities to be completed
and checked for accuracy and completeness. During this week the young adult will
enact their weekly plan and goals developed in week 3. The HSP will monitor their
progress and activities as they align with their plan. At week’s end the HSP will assess
the young adult’s participation, communication, and compliance to determine if
they’ve satisfactorily completed Sola Fide and can advance to Ex Nihilo.

OUTCOMES
ILP
ADMISSIONS

21.0
21.1
21.2
21.3
21.4
21.5
21.6
21.7
Fig. 2
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PHASES
PHASE 2

Ex Ni•hi•lo – Latin. Out of Nothing. Refers to divine creation and the idea
that God made the world out of nothing, with no preexisting tools or materials.
Phase color: Brilliant Azure Blue – described as the color of the sky on a clear
day. This color is featured in-between Persian blue and sky blue on the hand in the
G&Co logo.

PHASE DESCRIPTION
Ex Nihilo – The phase of “Change.” This phase focuses on developing
fundamental life skills to achieve the optimum level of independence. Daily
independent living activities are taught in a “crawl,” “walk,” “run,” approach with
moderate supervision from G&Co staff as each week progresses. Ex Nihilo is 5
months in length and allows for pre-planned and approved, unsupervised, visitation
as well as curfew hours. Ex Nihilo also allows for pre-planned and approved travel
within a 100-mile radius. Ex Nihilo represents the “change” from “dependence” to
“independence” allowing for curriculum-based learning to forge independent
thought, action, and responsibility.
During these 8 months, the young adult will receive courses of instruction and reallife experience in the following areas:
à Daily Living Skills
à Educational Development
à Employment / Career Planning

à Financial Planning
à Responsibility / Accountability
à Work – Life Balance

OUTCOMES
ILP
ADMISSIONS

ILP
SUPERVISION
AND
INDEPENDENCE

22.6

Fig. 3
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PHASES
PHASE 3

AD VICTORIAM – Latin. To victory; more commonly translated into
“for victory,” this was a battle cry of the Romans.
Phase color: Sky Blue – Depth, trust, loyalty, sincerity, wisdom, confidence,
stability, faith, heaven, and intelligence.

PHASE DESCRIPTION
Ad Victoriam – The phase of “Refreezing.” The foundation has been poured for
independence and in this phase, we expect our young adults to exemplify the AD
VICTORIAM standard:
LEAN on their experiences and lessons we’ve taught for independent thinking and
decision making
LEAD young adults that are new to the program by demonstrating strong ethics
and being assisting in any way possible
ACHIEVE full independence by taking control of their life financially,
educationally, and responsibly.
Ad Victoriam is granted by month 6 and the young adult will be fully engaged in
employment, education, or a combination of both. They will operate their daily
lives at a level of complete independence with minimal G&Co staff oversight. Ad
Victoriam represents the “Refreezing” of newly developed positive habits, ethical
decision making, prudent financial choices, self-care and healthy work-life
balance, and positive relationship building. In the Ad Victoriam phase the young
adult has deliberate charge over their own life.
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PHASES
PHASE 3 CONT’D
During this phase, the young adult will receive courses of instruction and real-life
experience in the following areas:
à Autonomous Decision Making
à Pro’s / Con’s Planning
à Resiliency Training

à Establishing Healthy Relationships
à Responsibility / Accountability
à Work – Life Balance

OUTCOMES
ILP
ADMISSIONS

ILP
SUPERVISION
AND
INDEPENDENCE

22.6

Fig. 4
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PHASES
REQUIREMENTS
G&Co Staff will independently assess the young adult’s performance in alignment
with G&CO client policy 34, dtd Oct 2018, for consideration of phase
advancement. Policy 34 outlines the below criteria to successfully advance to the
next phase. It is the young adult’s responsibility to meet the measures set-fourth in
policy 34 to be considered “in compliance” and eligible for phase advancement.
Eligibility for phase advancement will be measured in three categories:
communication, compliance, and participation.
Communication – The young adult is actively participating with their HSP and
contributing to the program daily (i.e. round tables). The young adult is able to
communicate effectively on various topics such as visitors, employment, school
schedules, or other life decisions.
Compliance – The young adult has demonstrated the ability to complete and/or
maintain completion of the assigned task for the duration of time expected. The
young adult has satisfactorily completed this task and demonstrates independence.
Participation – G&Co ILP activities are typically scheduled 72-hours in advance
however, flexibility is a key essential to program achievement. G&Co ILP events
are graded upon participation. Should a young adult deny attendance, a reflection
in their program grading scale will be noted. A negative accumulation of event
participation may result in phase reduction.
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GRADUATION
OVERVIEW
It is the ultimate goal of G&Co ILP Leadership and staff to assist the young adult
to meet graduation requirements and successfully exit the program with all
entitlements and incentives. G&Co ILP staff has developed policies and
procedures that address successful completion and unsuccessful discharge IAW
client policy 7 of the G&Co Client Policies, dtd October 2018. Progress toward
successful completion shall be based on the individual performance of the young
adult. Program standing is assessed by the HSP and approved by the Program
Director using the criteria listed below:
• In-Compliance – The young adult has demonstrated the ability to complete
and/or maintain completion of the task for the duration of time expected thus
demonstrating positive result IAW task standards. The young adult has
satisfactorily completed the task and demonstrates independence.
• Out of Compliance – The young adult has not completed the task
satisfactorily after 2 or more attempts. They are unable or not willing to
demonstrate task proficiency IAW task standards.
• Not assessed – The young adult is not required or is incapable of completing
the task based on HSP assessment and notes. Program Director and Chief
Executive Officer approval is required.

REQUIREMENTS
Young adults in Gilliard and Company ILP may graduate upon successful
completion of all phases and demonstration of independence.
Successful completion will include, but is not limited to:
1. Scheduling and keeping health related appointments
2. Consistent employment for six (6+) months
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GRADUATION
REQUIREMENTS CONT’D
3. Responsible use of banking accounts. Responsible use is
defined in the “Financial Literacy” section of this program
overview.
4. Obtained high school diploma or GED
5. Active demonstrations of self-sufficiency
6. Proficiency in daily living skills as measured by client policy 34
7. A valid proof of residence (signed lease or receipt of deposit)
8. An established aftercare plan with assistance from Gilliard and
Company’s ILP staff
9. Completion of 2/4 residencies within 13 months of program
placement. (see residencies requirement pg.17)

GRADING
G&Co Leadership and staff reserve the right for program discharge if a young adult
does not maintain a “passing” and “in-compliance” standing. Program outcomes are
measured monthly using the grading scale and pie chart outlined in figures 5 & 6.

SCORING
The monthly score is determined by point valuation in the following categories:
communication, compliance and participation. Scores are calculated, weekly, by
the young adults HSP and totaled, at months end, to determine their program
standing.
Point accumulation and elements are depicted in figures 5, 6, and 7.
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GRADUATION
FIG. 5 – GRADING TABLE
Point Scale
Maximum Weekly

Category

Maximum Mo.

(Poor – Best)

Respectful
Personal
Responsibility

1–5
1–5
1 – 10
Monthly Total

25
25
50

100
100
200
400

FIG. 6 – GRADING ELEMENTS
Responsibility
Personal

Respectful
Communication
*25 Points Weekly

• RoundTable
Engagement
• Schedule
Communication
• Personal visit
arrangements
• Avoidance
• Reciprocal
Communication

Compliance
*50 Points Weekly

Participation
*25 Points Weekly

• Adherence to Rules

• Hygiene

• Completion of
assigned task

• Cleanliness

• Attending Weekly
Activities
• Attending Round• Self-Control
Tables
• Accomplishing Weekly
• Guest Accountability
Elements
• Being Timely

FIG. 7– GRADING PIE CHART
MONTHLY SCORING VALUE OF WEEKLY SUMMARY.

25%

25%

50%
Communication (25%)

V3012020
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DISCHARGE
OVERVIEW
ILP Youth must sign an acknowledgment that they may be discharged from the
ILP if they willingly and knowingly participate in illegal or disruptive behavior or
its determined that they are unable or unwilling to benefit from the program. All
youth discharged for violating ILP rules must be given a 60-day notice and
assistance with transition. Providers must create a written transition plan. A family
team meeting must occur to discuss the youth’s transition. The provider and the
DFCS Case Manager will work collaboratively to identify placement options.

REQUIREMENTS
A discharge may occur if the young adult is not successfully completing the
program.
Discharge reasons may include, but are not limited to:
1.Non-compliance to service plan
2. Repeated non-compliance with program rules
3. Possession of a weapon
4. Inflicting harm to another resident or staff
5. Drug use
6. Drug distribution
7. Inappropriate sexual behaviors/pregnancy
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DISCHARGE
EXCEPTIONS
Discharges may also occur based on a resident’s personal choice:
1. Resident willfully signs out of the foster care system and
subsequently relinquishes right and benefits of state programs and
offerings.
2. Resident is involved in an eviction process with the on-site property
management.
In these cases, the resident forfeits all G&Co ILP provided benefits. G&Co ILP Staff
will assist with the residents transition out by creating and providing a written
transition plan IAW RBWO minimum standard 21.6.
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RESIDENCIES
OVERVIEW
G&Co ILP provides quarterly opportunities for young adults to attend a retreat
experience designed to provide a unique opportunity for ILP participants to
broaden their understanding of the nature of leadership by engaging in experiential
learning opportunities which complement and extend to independent living skills.

REQUIREMENT
G&Co ILP requires young adults to attend at least two (2) out of four (4) offered
residencies in 13 months in order to be graduate successfully and receive full
benefits. Figure 8 depicts the approved residencies.

ACTIVITIES
Residencies are broken into 2 primary days of activities.
Day 1 is formal and may involve volunteer activities, networking, information
sessions, educational tour/outing and will always be capped with a formal dinner.
Day 2 is informal for the youth and may involve a youth-led activity which is preplanned and approved by the ILP director.
• Q1
•July - Sept
•3 Days

• Q4
•April - Jun
•4 Days
Fig. 8
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• Q2
•Oct - Dec
•2 Days
Orlando, FL

Atlanta,
GA

Washington,
DC

Charlotte,
NC

• Q3
•Jan - March
•3 Days

*Residencies vary in length based to driving distance.
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DAILY SCHEDULE
OVERVIEW
Each young adult in G&Co ILP will have a tailored schedule to meet their needs
which also coincides with their phase/progress in the program. During Sola Fide a
schedule will be provided to the young adult in the form of recurring weekly
activities (as depicted in Figure 9). Phases Ex Nihilo and Ad Victoriam also follow
the same recurring guideline however, youth must account for adjustment based on
employment and institutional learning obligations. During these phases it is
imperative that youth plan their week accordingly to still accomplish the program
expectations as well as independent responsibilities.

WEEKLY ACTIVITES
A general week’s overview while in G&Co ILP will be as follows:

Make It
Happen

Startup
SUNDAY

MONDAY

Self-Care
SATURDAY

Teach Me
TUESDAY

Financial/Festivites
FRIDAY

Working
WEDNESDAY
Fig. 9

Thriving
THURSDAY
V3012020
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FINANCIAL LITERACY
OVERVIEW
IAW RBWO minimum standard 26, financial independence, G&Co provides an
immersive financial literacy class which pours the foundation of financial
knowledge and builds upon it over the length of the young adult’s stay. G&Co
assists each youth in taking the initiative to grow their financial knowledge, by
beginning with the basics of money management and maturing into a smart
spender.

FINANCIAL LITERACY COURSE
Modeled after the financial course “Practical Money Skills” the HSP works with
each young adult through a 10-week, collegiate level, training plan navigating the
following topics:

Lesson 10: About Consumer Privacy
Lesson 9:

In Trouble

Lesson 8: Savings and Investing
Lesson 7:

Consumer Awareness

Lesson 6:

Cars and Loans

Lesson 5:

Credit Cards

Lesson 4:

About Credit

Lesson 3:

Buying a Home

Lesson 2:

Living on your Own

Lesson 1:

The Art of Budgeting
Fig. 10
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FINANCIAL LITERACY
FINANCIAL STRUCTURE
G&Co has developed a financial plan to help young adults gradually take
responsibility of their housing and related expenses. The outline in Figure 11 is the
financial structure G&Co will abide by.

YEAR

FIG. 11 – FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
MONTH
PERCENTAGE

1st year participants or young adults 18 – 19 years of age will have all housing
related expenses (rent, utilities, food allowance) paid for.
1st – 3rd

70% of housing expenses will be paid by G&Co

4th – 6th

50% of rent and all other expenses will be paid by G&Co.
Youth must pay 50% of rent to the provider with
appropriate late fees assessed as applicable.

2

Starting the 19th month in placement and ongoing: 25% of the
rent will be paid by G&CO. The young adult will be required to
pay 75% of rent to G&CO by the 5th of each month and 100% of
your utilities to the utility company with appropriate late fees as
applicable.

SAVINGS
All contributions put into savings with G&Co will be signed and acknowledge by
the young adult each month IAW RBWO minimum standard 26.4.
G&Co requires its young adults to allocate a percentage of earned income to a
savings plan held by SunTrust bank. An Individual Development Account (IDA)
will be established with the young adults HSP following the percentage guidelines
set forth in Figure 12 as determined by RBWO minimum standard 26.3.
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FINANCIAL LITERACY
Year
1st
2nd

FIG. 12 – IDA CONTRIBUTION
Age
18 – 19
19 – 20

Percent
50%
25%

G&CO CREDIT UNION
As an extension of the financial literacy program G&Co has implemented a
financing construct to assist young adults in experiencing various financing
processes and eliminating adverse implications suffered from formal financial
institutions. IAW G&Co client policy 35 our young adults may request small loans
and lines of credit as well as maintain a notional “creditworthiness” rating, based
on debt to income ratio and loan repayments. G&Co uses these tools to teach our
young adults the importance of healthy and prudent financial decision making.

JUSTIFICATION
Young adults are required to attend varying training programs that may have
financial obligations (i.e. residencies). To best assist our young adults in their
attendance, G&Co, offers a banking solution to accommodate their need should
income, during the time, be lower than expected.

FUNCTIONS
Small Loans: G&Co ILP young adults may request a loan for one (1) of the
approved reasons listed in Figure 13. Small loan requests are to be made with the
young adult’s HSP and forwarded to the program director and foundation chief
financial officer for review. The minimum loan request is $50 and the maximum is
$200. No more than one (1) active loan is allowed at a time. Loan requests are to
be made in formal submission using G&Co form 3.3 (small loan request) and
submitted with supporting documentation (i.e. written letter addressing need, 30
days bank statement, proof of income etc.). Upon review and approval, the young
adult’s loan terms will be as identified in Figure 14. Loan terms are fixed rate,
.50% interest and non-negotiable.
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FINANCIAL LITERACY
DEFAULT
Should a young adult exceed 30 days after initial payment is due they will be
considered in “default” on the terms of their loan. A formal notification will be
made from the foundation chief financial officer and provided via the HSP placing
the young adult “on notice” of default status. The young adult will have 14
business days to respond and arrange payment option with the foundations chief
financial officer.

CREDIT UNION CONT’D
Should the young adult not respond they shall be subjected to garnishment of their
monthly stipend to occur on the 61st day of default status. The total amount to be
garnished on a monthly basis will not exceed 25% of the total remaining balance
and shall be recouped, monthly, until paid in full.
Line of Credit: Upon reaching Ex Nihilo G&Co young adults shall receive a
G&Co sponsored cash card. The cash card, provided with a zero (0) dollar balance,
may be used as a line of credit upon request and approval from the program
director and foundation chief financial officer. Line of credit requests are to be
made with the young adults HSP and forwarded to the program director and
foundations chief financial officer for review. Line of credit request are to made in
formal submission using G&Co form 3.4 (line of credit request) and do not require
supporting documentation. Upon review and approval, the young adult’s line of
credit terms will be as identified in Figure 15. Line of credit terms are fixed rate,
one (1.0%) percent interest and non-negotiable.

DEFAULT
Should a young adult exceed 30 days after initial payment is due they will be
considered in “default” on the terms of their line of credit. A formal notification
will be made from the foundations chief financial officer and provided through the
HSP placing the young adult “on notice” of default status. The young adult will
have 14 business days to respond and arrange payment option with the foundations
chief financial officer. Should the young adult not respond they shall be subjected
to garnishment of their monthly stipend to occur on the 61st day of default status.
The total amount to be garnished on a monthly basis will not exceed 25% of the
total remaining balance and shall be recouped, monthly, until paid in full.
V3012020
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FINANCIAL LITERACY
FIG. 13 – APPROVED LOAN JUSTIFICATIONS
1. Residency Attendance

2. Event/Travel

3. Automobile (not allowed to be used
in conjunction with purchase only
maintenance)

4. School (not allowed to
be used for tuition only
for books, projects,
sports attire etc.)

5. Family
Visits

6. Emergency

*Each category has a different list of supporting documents necessary to receive the loan; consult the HSP for category documents.

FIG. 14 – SMALL LOAN AMORTIZATION TABLE
$200 Small Loan 3 Month Amortization Fixed .5% Interest
N Loan Amt Payment Interest Principal Balance Interest Principal
0 $200.00
$0.00
.00%
$0.00
$200.00 .000%
.000%
1 $200.00
$66.72
.08%
$66.64
$133.36 .002%
.998%
2 $133.36
$66.72
.06%
$66.66
$66.70 .001%
.999%
3 $66.70
$66.73
.03%
$66.70
$0.00
.001%
.999%
$150 Small Loan 3 Month Amortization Fixed .5% Interest
N Loan Amt Payment Interest Principal Balance Interest Principal
0 $150.00
$0.00
.00%
$0.00
$150.00 .000%
.000%
1 $150.00
$50.04
.06%
$49.98
$100.02 .002%
.998%
2 $100.02
$50.04
.04%
$50.00
$50.02 .001%
.999%
3 $50.02
$50.04
.02%
$50.02
$0.00
.001%
.999%
$100 Small Loan 3 Month Amortization Fixed .5% Interest
N Loan Amt Payment Interest Principal Balance Interest Principal
0 $100.00
$0.00
.00%
$0.00
$100.00 .000%
.000%
1 $100.00
$33.36
.04%
$33.32
$66.68 .002%
.998%
2 $66.68
$33.36
.03%
$33.33
$33.35 .001%
.999%
3 $33.35
$33.36
.01%
$33.35
$0.00
.001%
.999%
FIG. 15 – LINE OF CREDIT AMORTIZATION TABLE
3 Month Lines of Credit Amortization Fixed 1% Interest
Credit Interest Min. Mon. Payment Principal Interest
$50
1.0%
$16.69
$16.65
.04%
$60
1.0%
$20.03
$20.00
.03%
$70
1.0%
$23.37
$23.31
.06%
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RESPONSIBILITIES
OVERVIEW
It is the sincerest desire and intent of G&Co Leadership and staff to want nothing
more than prosperity and achievement for our young adults; although, with our
desire comes much responsibility on behalf of our young adults.
G&Co young adults come from a broad variety of cultural and socioeconomical
backgrounds. They are also influenced by the same factors (peers, parents, media,
drugs, alcohol, etc.) which affect our society in general. G&Co does not pretend
to be able to serve the special needs of all young adults; although, there is a wide
range within what is considered “normal” behavior. Our ILP is not prepared to
handle young adults with severe emotional behaviors or learning problems. IAW
G&Co client policy 8, dtd Oct 2018, a safety and behavior management plan are
developed for every young adult entering G&Co ILP. The plan is developed with
input from the young adult and information provided by those who have had an
opportunity to observe the young adult in high risk behaviors. The plan is updated
as new information is presented, and reviewed at every service team meeting.

BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
As part of teaching and achieving independence G&Co empowers the young adults
with taking responsibility for their actions. It is our expectation that each young
adult conducts themselves in a manner that is befitting of an aspiring and
successful integrated member of society.
IAW G&Co client policy 8, dtd Oct 2018, G&Co Leadership and staff will create a
positive atmosphere that includes treating young adults with respect, giving praise
for the good things they accomplish, remaining calm, modeling positive behavior,
using language that is inclusive, creating house rules that must be followed and if
not, provide prompt consequences. The rules will focus on reducing aggressive
behavior.
Staff will intervene with residents who display aggressive behavior
inappropriately. The work involves calming the young adult using several
techniques called reducers. These techniques include deep breathing, counting
backwards, imagining a peaceful scene or picturing the consequences of
aggression.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT CONT’D
All forms of behavior management must be limited to the least restrictive
appropriate method.

DISCIPLINE
Natural and relevant consequences are more effective in addressing disciplinary
issues with young adults in care. Effective natural consequences must:
● Be related to the behavior so the young adult makes sense of the
consequence (e.g. if a young adult damages property, assisting to repair the
damage or helping pay to fix or replace the item(s) are logical, related
consequences)
● Teach the young adult how to express feelings and desires in acceptable
ways.
● Not be so severe or unenforceable that there is no hope of compliance (being
restricted for six months will contribute to non-compliance).
● Be useful in changing behavior. The consequence needs to be unpleasant
enough that the young adult does not want to repeat the behavior but should
not include things that the organization wants the young adult to learn to
enjoy, like going to a cultural, spiritual or educational event.
● Teach self-regulation and build capacity for managing strong emotions (help
the young adult see the benefits of developing more internal controls and
enjoying more freedoms; relying less on external control).

LAW ENFORCEMENT
IAW G&Co client policy 9, dtd Oct 2018, the engagement of law enforcement
including local police or sheriff’s department and juvenile court is not included in
the initial Behavioral Management Plan however, law enforcement will be used
when the Behavioral Management Plan is unsuccessful. Law Enforcement’s
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RESPONSIBILITIES
LAW ENFORCEMENT CONT’D
involvement will be necessary if trained staff cannot manage the resident safely
and it poses a physical danger to staff or other young adults.

CURFEW
Young adults may leave the supervision of G&Co ILP for a wide number of
reasons; including avoidance behaviors related to trauma, uncomfortable
responsibilities or realities; the drive for normalcy and autonomy; the desire to
maintain or establish connections with family members; or as a rejection of rules
and authority. Just as there are many reasons for these behaviors, so must the
response be individualized to the needs and presenting issues of the specific young
adult.

DEFINITION
G&Co staff view curfew as a mutual extension of trust after demonstrating
positive signs of maturity and responsibility upon reaching Ex Nihilo (phase 2).
IAW G&Co client policy 10, dtd Oct 2018, curfew violation is defined as the
young adult being late for a pre-determined curfew by more than 15 minutes.
Habitual curfew violations will be documented in GA Shines and deferred to the
Program Director for disposition.

CORRECTIVE ACTION
Young adults who do not return to the apartments or are not at the pre-determined
meeting place at the agreed upon time, are considered in violation of curfew.
1. Staff shall conduct a search of the area the young adult was in or the
location where the young adult was supposed to have met;
2. Staff shall contact the on-call supervisor for immediate guidance;
3. Staff shall attempt to contact the young adult via cell phone or text if
possible.
V3012020
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RESPONSIBILITIES
CORRECTIVE ACTION CONT’D
Disciplinary actions will be decided in accordance with the consequences by
action in the resident handbook. The Director will then inform the HSP of
issues and write-ups.

ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE (AWOL) / RUNAWAY
Refer to G&Co client policy 10, dtd Oct 2018, for definition, violation and
corrective action.

VISITATION STANDARDS
G&CO ILP staff will support young adults having visitors within established
parameters. These parameters are established to ensure the safety of all young
adults, persons residing at ILP site(s), and the Community.
IAW G&Co client policy 29, dtd Oct 2018, the following definitions, guidelines,
and suspensions will be in effect when the young adult reaches Ex Nihilo (phase
2). No authorized visitation is allowed during Sola Fide (phase 1; case by case
exclusion may be made for immediate family members.)

RESIDENT VISITATION
Young adults enrolled in G&Co ILP may have resident visitation in their
apartments Monday-Friday (Noon – 10pm) and Saturday-Sunday (10am – 10pm).
Visitation times for young adults who are not working or enrolled in school is
Monday-Friday (5pm – 10pm) and Saturday-Sunday (Noon-10pm). Visitation
times may be modified based on the young adult’s individualized service plan.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
NON-RESIDENT VISITATION
For all guests that are not residents of the ILP, the young adult must provide
contact information; full name and contact number to their HSP for
appropriate communication purposes and visitation logging.
Approved guests of residents may visit a resident’s apartment between the hours
of:
• Monday – Friday (Noon – 10pm)*
• Saturday – Sunday (10am – 10pm)*
For residents unemployed and not attending school, guests are welcome during the
following hours:
• Monday-Friday (5PM – 10pm)
• Saturday-Sunday (Noon – 10pm)
*Guests are welcome in the living room and dining/kitchen area. Resident
bedrooms are off limits to guests.

APPROVED VISITS
If approved for visitation, the young adult will notifiy their HSP of guest
arrivals and departures. The young adult shall notify their HSP at least one (1)
hour in advance, so that staff can ensure the activity of the home does not
become overwhelming.
If a guest/visitor is disruptive or does not comply with the principles of safety
and respectful behavior toward others, the guest will be asked to leave the
property immediately.
Residents must be present in his or her apartment during the times the guest/visitor
is present in the apartment.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
APPROVED VISITS CONT’D
No resident shall have the following:
1. Guests/visitors who possess or who are under the influence of drugs
and/or alcohol.
2. Guests/visitors with weapons of any kind.

SUSPENSION OF VISITATION
Visitation may be suspended in the following instances:
• Noncompliance with Individualized Service Plan
• Noncompliance with program rules
• Resident’s guest(s) violating program and/or apartment complex rules
• If the resident’s roommate is being deprived of privacy, study time, or sleep.
• If the resident is on an active probation status

OVERSIGHT AND MONITORING
G&Co Leadership and staff will complete random visits per shift at each apartment
in which visits are occurring.

EMPLOYMENT
ILP youth must be employed at least part time (15-20)hrs./week or attend school
full-time.
G&Co Leadership and staff will assist the young adult with maintaining their
employment in order to remain in the ILP if they are not attending school full time.
If the young adult is dismissed from, quits their job, or is out of work for any
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RESPONSIBILITIES
EMPLOYMENT CONT’D
reason, the young adult will be given 60 days to find another job. The young
adult’s HSP will develop a plan to assist the youth with finding employment. HSP
and youth contact will increase to a least two phone calls per week and at least two
face to face visits weekly to support the youth’s job search. If another job is not
identified within the established time frame, a roundtable must be held with
ILS, DFCS Case Manager and other support to determine next steps.
Youth must provide documentation of earnings (i.e. copies of pay stubs and bank
statements).
Continued unemployment status will also result in probation.
Young adults in school full time will be encouraged to obtain a part time job to
develop and enhance work life balance.
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OVERNIGHT VISITATION
OVERVIEW
Overnight visitation is entrusted and granted to the most mature and good standing
ILP young adults. Overnight visitation is granted as a reward for meeting or
exceeding program expectations as well as maintaining daily responsibilities for
oneself. Overnight visitation may only be granted to ILP young adults who are in
phases Ex Nihilo (2) or Ad Victoriam (3). Special circumstances may apply in Sola
Fide. If approved Figure 16 will be used as the guideline for overnight visitation.

Phase

FIG. 16 – OVERNIGHT VISITATION GUIDELINE
Duration
Approved for in-home
Per
Approval Authority
overnight visitation
Month
(weekend
only)

Ex Nihilo

One (1)
Night

Two
Ad
(2) Night
Victoriam

(ILP RESIDENCE)

NO

HSP

YES*

HSP / Program Director

*In Ad Victorium - duration must be concurrent and shall not be split into multiple weekends.
*Sola Fide does not allow for day or overnight visitation.
*Exceptions may be granted for weekday/holiday visitation on a case-by-case basis (i.e. work schedule conflict)
*Ad Victoriam phase combined with incentive = 3night duration. Overnight visitation at ILP home for 3 day duration is not
allowed.

JUSTIFICATION
G&Co ILP Leadership and staff believe overnight visitation is an incentive for
young adults achieving independence and provides one on one time with family
and friends away from a residency setting.

REQUIREMENTS
Overnight visitation is strictly a privilege and not a right; therefore, an approval or
denial may be held at the program Leadership level.
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OVERNIGHT VISITATION
REQUIRMENTS CONT’D
Approval of overnight visitation may occur if, but is not limited to, the following
justification(s):
• Demonstrated good behavior and management of responsibilities
• Satisfactory weekly/monthly performance (“B” score level or higher)
Denial of overnight visitation may occur if, but is not limited to, the following
justification(s):
•
•
•
•
•

Breach of program rules
Repeated non-compliance with program rules
Poor weekly/monthly performance (falls below a “B” score level)
Inappropriate sexual behavior
On active probation status
-Or-

It is determined by the HSP or Program Director that overnight visitation will lead
to adverse effects of the ILP young adult (i.e. toxic, abusive or morally misguided
relationship).
Approved overnight visitation will require ILP residents to complete and provide
copies of the following:
•
•
•
•

Completed G&Co ILP overnight visitation request form
Hotel confirmation (if applicable)
Accurate and full address of main point of destination
Emergency point of contact (to include state identification card if applicable)

REPORTING
Overnight visitation has reporting requirements with ILP staff. The young adults
shall abide by the following:
• Notifying HSP of arrival and departure to and from overnight location
• Notify HSP of any emergency in an immediate and safe fashion
*Check-in’s may be done via phone call or text message
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OVERNIGHT VISITATION
TRAVEL TIMES
Travel time for approved overnight visitation shall not begin before 8AM or after
3PM on the approved travel day.
ILP residents shall return from their overnight visitation no later 5PM on their
expected date of return. If complications arise and the ILP young adult is unable to
return by 5PM they must contact their HSP to provide updated details and
justification.
*It is possible that an ILP young adult may lose overnight visitation privileges if
they return after 5PM for reasons such as, but not limited to, poor travel planning.
Night travel is expressively not allowed and is a direct violation of G&Co policy
41, dtd Oct 2018. Night travel shall result in the revocation of overnight privileges
for the remaining duration of the phase to include the potential of phase downgrade
as determined by the Program Director.
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INCENTIVES
OVERVIEW
G&Co ILP Leadership and staff believe in a multi-faceted award system that
acknowledges our young adults’ efforts to further encourage them as they strive to
reach their utmost potential. Our incentive program may include, but is not limited
to, increased phase incentives. The intent of this program is to be a reminder for
our youth to always put their best foot forward.

JUSTIFICATION
G&Co Leadership and staff recognize good behavior and decision making by
awarding young adults to display positive reinforcement. The G&Co ILP incentive
program reflects the act of rewarding good program performance with increased
allowance. Deductions can also be granted based on performance.

REQUIREMENTS
Exceptional performance is rewarded by G&Co ILP. A young adult must be in
good standing to achieve incentives. Incentives may be granted, regardless of
phase, and will be assessed by the young adults HSP.
STIPEND
While in G&Co ILP young adults have the opportunity to earn $100/monthly as an
incentive in conjunction with their wages earned from employment or enrollment
in college. Monthly stipend program will be outlined and detailed in the youth’s
resident handbook.
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CLIENT POLICIES
OVERVIEW
Figure 18 provides G&Co ILP young adults an overview of the G&Co client
policies.
FIG. 18 – G&CO CLIENT POLICIES OVERVIEW

G&Co Client Polices, dtd Oct 2018
POLICY
1

ADMISSION AND
INTAKE

POLICY
17

QUALITY OF LIVING ENVIRONMENT

POLICY
2

THE IMPORTANCE
OF PLACEMENT
STABILITY

POLICY
18

INDIVIDUALIZED SERVICE & SKILLS
PLANNING (ISSP)

RESIDENT
RECORDS

POLICY
19

SUPERVISION AND INDEPENDENCE PLAN

POLICY
4

CONFIDENTIALITY
OF CLIENT
INFORMATION

POLICY
20

BULLYING

POLICY
5

RESONABLE AND
PRUDENT
PARENTING

POLICY
21

CLIENT GRIEVANCE
PROCEDURE

POLICY
6

DOCUMENTATION
STANDARDS

POLICY
22

MEDICAL, PSYCHIATRIC, AND DENTAL CARE

POLICY
7

DISCHARGE
AND AFTERCARE
PLANNING

POLICY
23

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICES

POLICY
8

BEHAVIOR
MANAGEMENT
PLAN

POLICY
24

EDUCATION
SERVICES - PG. 94

POLICY
9

BEHAVIOR SUPPORT
AND INTERVENTION

POLICY
25

SEX EDUCATION
PLAN

POLICY
10

RUNAWAY, ABSENT WITHOUT PERMISSION,
AND CURFEW VIOLATIONS

POLICY
26

YOUNG ADULT SAVINGS, DEPOSITS,
WITHDRAWLS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
- PG. 99

POLICY
11
POLICY
12

REPORTING AND DOCUMENTING INCIDENTS

POLICY
27

FOOD AND
SHOPPING - PG. 101

MEDICATION
DISTRIBUTION

POLICY
28

LEISURE AND RECREATION ACTIVITIES -

POLICY
13

TRANSPORTATION
STANDARDS

POLICY
29

VISITATION
STANDARDS

POLICY
14

VEHICLE KEY
CONTROL

POLICY
30

CURFEW

POLICY
15

CASE MANAGEMENT

POLICY
31

RESIDENT COMPUTER
USE

POLICY
16

RESIDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

POLICY
32

RESIDENT SUGGESTION PROGRAM

POLICY
3
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